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Authorised Representative Agreement with D H Flinders Pty Ltd is limited to general advice regarding the Fund only. Any other advice provided is not provided pursuant to this agreement. Vasco Custodians Pty 
Ltd (Trustee) is the trustee of the Fund. This document contains information about the potential issue of interests in the Fund to investors that are wholesale clients as defined in s761G of the Corporations Act 2001 
(Cth). It is not intended to be used by any other persons in any other jurisdiction if and to the extent that to do so would be in breach of Australian laws, or the laws of any foreign jurisdiction. This report contains 
general information only and is not intended to provide any person with financial advice. It does not take into account any person’s (or class of persons) investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs, 
and should not be used as the basis for making an investment in the Fund. Neither the Investment Manager, D H Flinders Pty Ltd nor Trustee make any representation as to the accuracy, completeness, relevance or 
suitability of the information, conclusions, recommendations or opinions contained in this report (including, but not limited to any forecasts made). No liability is accepted by any of these entities or their respective 
directors, officers, employees, agents or advisors for any such information, conclusions, recommendations or opinions to the fullest extent possible under applicable laws. This publication may contain forward 
looking statements regarding our intent, belief or current expectations with respect to market conditions. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. The Investment 
Manager does not undertake any obligation to revise any forward-looking statements to reflect events and circumstances after the date of this publication. Neither the Investment Manager, D H Flinders Pty Ltd 
nor Trustee guarantee the repayment of capital, the performance of any investment or the rate of return for the Fund. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. This document is not an 
Information Memorandum for the purposes of the Act. Accordingly, it does not purport to contain all information that potential investors may need to make an informed assessment as to whether or not to invest in 
the Fund. Some numerical figures in this publication have been subject to rounding.

The like/love tendency is a psychological phenomenon that refers to the 
human tendency to form positive feelings towards something or someone 
based on their previous experiences. Hence the idiom, “Love is Blind”. This 
tendency is often rooted in our innate need for social connection and the 
desire to feel accepted and loved by others.
One of the peculiarities of the like/love tendency is that it is not always 
based on logical or rational criteria. Often, people will form an attachment 
or preference towards something, or someone, based on intangible or 
subjective factors, such as shared interests, personality traits, or even 
physical appearance. This can lead to situations where people develop 
strong feelings for someone who may not be objectively the best match for 
them. Despite the individuals’ best efforts, there is often little that can be 
done to aid the friend/family member to see the objectively poor choice 
they are making.
The relatively innocuous existence of the like/love tendency has recently 
been exploited by social media conglomerates to develop algorithms that, 
willingly or unwillingly, polarise groups. The personalisation of our social 
media ‘feeds’ via platforms such as Facebook and Twitter ensures that the 
user is shown content in which they are more likely to engage. Whilst this 
is undoubtedly one of the reasons why social media has become one of 
the 21st centuries most prolific inventions, the danger with this revolving 
and constantly updating feedback-loop is that users may have their existing 
beliefs and biases reinforced – irrespective of how incorrect, polarising or 
misinformed they may be. This was particularly evident during the Trump/
Clinton election, and the political fallout and investigations into these social 
media companies since.
Our fascination with the like/love tendency this month is obviously linked 
to investing in listed equities and its significant impact over the last few 
years. Measurably, we’ve seen the impact of the like/love tendency manifest 
through the incredible ‘herd behaviour’ that followed the COVID-19 
pandemic. Investors flocked to follow the crowd into many speculative 
industries, stocks and asset classes (many of which we have mentioned 
before) rather than making their own independent decisions based on their 
own analysis. The herd grew in strength as more participants joined the 
speculative chaos, fuelling more unfounded confidence purely because 
others had shown interest and support prior.
Despite these assets becoming seemingly more overvalued (we can now 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 1 YEAR 3 YEARS p.a. 4 YEARS p.a. INCEPTION p.a.

SSCF1 -1.9% 0.1% -0.3% 11.9%1 9.6%1 9.4%1

Benchmark2 -3.9% -1.7% -10.6% 1.6% 0.9% 0.0%

Value Added 2.1% 1.8% 10.3% 10.3% 8.7% 9.3%

Helia Group Ltd (HLI) 0.8%

Sonic Healthcare Ltd (SHL) 0.5%

Orora Ltd (ORA) 0.4%

AGL Energy Ltd (AGL) (0.5%)

Whitehaven Coal Ltd (WHC) (0.7%)

Core Lithium Ltd (CXO) (1.0%)

MONTHLY CONTRIBUTORS & DETRACTORS

1The SSCF is a composite calculation of the SMA‘s inception (1 July 2018), through to the Fund’s 
inception and is net of fees, before tax, and assumes reinvestment of distributions. 
2Benchmark is the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index.

PERFORMANCE GRAPH

include residential property in this discussion), investors’ like/love behaviour 
remained unchallenged. This was further exacerbated by macro-economic 
influences (i.e. Central Banks) whom maintained an environment that 
some might argue encouraged people to be distracted by the perceivably 
exuberant paper-wealth they were amassing, whilst solutions to the 
pandemic and the emerging reversal of globalisation was underway. At 
some point over the last few years, financial performance no longer became 
the sole driver for a stock’s performance – it was a race to see whose profile 
could be elevated the fastest and ‘loudest’ through social media. Almost 
overnight, investors were polarised into the ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ of the 
latest stock or asset. 
Over the journey we’ve written about herd mentality from many angles. 
We will always have a fascination with this behaviour as it is unlikely that 
the neural wiring of the human brain will evolve passed this tendency for 
people to follow herds in times of distress, confusion or chaos (all perfect 
examples of the stock market) anytime soon. Furthermore, we are aware of 
the contradiction – our constant exploration into this behaviour might be 
viewed as an attempt to create our own herd through an affection for the 
market inefficiency we seek to exploit. Given our returns profile throughout 
the last few years and our FYTD, we’d like to think our investors are, if not 
already, developing some affection for this style of finding value from the 
listed equities market.
Overall, humanities’ like/love tendency will continue to have both many 
positive and negative investment impacts. Our broader concern with this 
behaviour is that too often it has negative connotations – for example, 
loving a listed company’s articulate CEO more than the poor financial 
performance or Fund Managers reaffirming the future prospects of a held 
position despite a consistent and considerable decline in value. Perhaps 
the problem with the like/love tendency is actually a factor of time. The 
more time that passes, the more opportunity for our affection for a stock (or 
Fund Manager) to be proven either well or poorly placed; and should it be 
poorly placed, would we be rational and honest enough to admit an error in 
judgement and move on? Well, that is probably best discussed in another 
newsletter. 
The Spatium Small Companies Fund outperformed for the month of 
February, returning -1.9% versus the benchmarks result of -3.9%. Elsewhere 
abroad, the US Smalls returned -1.4% (despite fears about persistent 
inflation) and the UK Smalls delivered -0.6%.

‘The stock market is filled with individuals who know the price of everything, but the value of nothing.’3
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3Fisher, P., 1975. Conservative Investors Sleep Well. 1st ed. 1962: Harper & Row.
4On the 30 June 2021 pre-distribution unit price of $1.28, the Fund distributed $0.16 per issued unit; equivalent to a 12.9% distribution yield.
5On the 30 June 2020 pre-distribution unit price of $1.27, the Fund distributed $0.21 per issued unit; equivalent to a 16.5% distribution yield.
6Other fees and expenses apply. Please refer to the Information Memorandum for the SSCF for further details.

SSCF1 MARKET

Average monthly return 0.9% 0.2%

Beta 0.88 1.00

Portfolio variance 6.1% 6.3%

Up-Market capture ratio 101.7% 100.0%

Down-Market capture ratio 68.4% 100.0%

ORGANISATION RATING

SQM Research (REPORT AVAILABLE ON REQUEST) Acceptable

FE Fund Info 5 Crowns

OTHER KEY METRICS OF INVESTMENT STRATEGY3

RESEARCH & RATINGS

FUND CHARACTERISTICS

PLATFORMS
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AVAILABLE ON

HUB24.COM.AU

The Fund currently remains open to new investors.  
To set up a time to discuss with one of our team, please email us at contact@spatiumcapital.com

FIND OUT MORE

UNIT PRICE (AT 28 FEBRUARY 2023) $1.06

FY2022 DISTRIBUTION YIELD Nil

FY2021 DISTRIBUTION YIELD4 12.9%

FY2020 DISTRIBUTION YIELD5 16.5%

SUGGESTED TIMEFRAME 5 to 7+ years

STRUCTURE Open-Ended Fund 

SUBSCRIPTIONS/REDEMPTIONS Monthly

DISTRIBUTIONS Annually

STRATEGY INCEPTION1 1 July 2018

MANAGEMENT FEE6 1.25% per annum

https://investmentcentre.moneymanagement.com.au/factsheets/mi/vkk9/spatium-small-companies
https://40093169-6538-412e-a376-8cd46da68f88.filesusr.com/ugd/e7f383_c95bdd631aa14d9f8dba3946b64fe00a.pdf
https://my.hub24.com.au/Hub24/public/documents/documents?id=HUB24_IDPS_20180820_CHOICE+InvMenu
mailto:contact%40spatiumcapital.com?subject=Find%20out%20more%3A%20Spatium%20Small%20Companies%20Fund

